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	This book explains hazard-based analyses of competing risks and multistate data using the R statistical programming code, placing special emphasis on interpretation of results. Includes real data examples, and encourages readers to simulate their own data.
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Cardiovascular Physiology (Lange Physiology Series)McGraw-Hill, 2006
This text is intended to provide students with                    the core information and concepts necessary to develop a firm                    understanding of how the intact cardiovascular system                    operates. Specifically stated learning objectives, key                    concepts, and study questions for each chapter allow the...
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The Handbook of Nanotechnology: Business, Policy, and Intellectual Property LawJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
"This Handbook is sure to become the ultimate sourcebook for everyone involved in the emerging field of nanotechnology. I would strongly recommend that any entrepreneur who wishes to begin a nanotechnology company and any investor who wishes to seek funding opportunities in nanotechnology read this work cover to cover. By providing the tools...
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Mobile Agents: Basic Concepts, Mobility Models, and the Tracy ToolkitMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
"I think this book will be the first standard introductory book on mobile agents." José M. Vidal, University of South Carolina
Mobile agents are software nomads that act as your personal representative, working autonomously through networks. They are able to visit network nodes directly using available computing power and are...
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Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Planning for IT ProfessionalsSyngress Publishing, 2007
Increase Your Companys Odds of Surviving a Major Disaster

Powerful Earthquake Triggers Tsunami in Pacific. Hurricane Katrina Makes Landfall in the Gulf Coast. Avalanche Buries Highway in Denver. Tornado Touches Down in Georgia These headlines not only have caught the attention of people around the world, they have had a...
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Accelerated C# 2008Apress, 2007
C# 2008 offers powerful new features, and Accelerated C# 2008 is the fastest path to mastering them, and the rest of C#, for both experienced C# programmers moving to C# 2008 and programmers moving to C# from another object-oriented language. Many books introduce C#, but very few also explain how to use it optimally with the .NET common...
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Neurobehavioral Genetics: Methods and Applications, Second EditionCRC Press, 2006

	A complete background to concepts and principles of behavioral genetics, Neurobehavioral Genetics: Methods and Applications, Second Edition features a broad spectrum of the most current techniques in neurobehavioral genetics in a single source.

	

	International researchers incorporate several new developments in the field,...
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